We propose a simple realization of a 2-dimensonal (2D) PT-symmetric photonic structure: a honeycomb arrangement of alternating cylinders with gain or loss in a dielectric background. The structure provides a periodic modulation of the refractive index on the wavelength scale, which combined with an anti-symmetric gain/loss distribution on the same scale, leads to non-reciprocal light coupling at resonance frequencies. Numerical simulations show asymmetric right-left transmission of light beams.
INTRODUCTION
Optical systems with periodic gain and loss modulations provide a new platform to develop synthetic materials with novel properties [1] . In given conditions, combining index modulations and balanced loss and gain profiles with specific symmetries, such systems become classical analogues of quantum systems described by non Hermitian Parity-Time-(PT-) symmetric Hamiltonians [2] .
PT-symmetric optical systems have demonstrated intriguing new features in optics, such as PT phase transitions [3] , realizations of a unidirectional invisible mediums [4] [5] or unidirectional waveguide transmitters [6] [7] . However, to date, most of such theoretical and experimental works have been mainly devoted to onedimensional structures.
In the present paper, we analyze a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb structure with a PT-symmetric complex index modulation. Such structure supports strong asymmetric right-left flow of light, close to its crystallographic symmetry points. Indeed, we numerically show asymmetric transmission of a Gaussian light beam incident such structure.
2D PT-SYMMETRIC STRUCTURE
For the design of a PT-symmetric optical structure, we shall start from noting that at the basis of PT-symmetry in optics there is a complex refractive index, n(r)= n Re (r)+i n Im (r), fulfilling n(r)= n*(r). That is to say, the real part of the refractive index being an even function, n Re (r)= n Re (-r), whereas the imaginary part being an odd function n Im (r)= -n Im (-r). This is the case of the combination of a 1D Bragg mirror, with a balanced gain/loss modulation with the same periodicity but spatially shifted a quarter of the spatial period, Λ.
An ideal infinite Bragg reflector, as schematically shown in Fig. 1a , is characterized by its reciprocal lattice vectors q=±2π/Λ, which determine the Bragg condition. At resonance, for k = q/2, a Bragg mirror behaves as a perfect bidirectional reflector; the lattice periodicity of the material provides the corresponding wave-number, coupling the incident wave (with k = q/2) and the reflected wave k R = k -q= -k. Note that the coupling is either between k = q/2 and -k = -q/2, and between -k = -q/2 and k = q/2, see the schematic representation on the right column of Fig. 1a . However, this is not the case of Fig. 2b . Due to the addition of the shifted imaginary modulation of the refractive index, the lattice only holds one lattice wave-vector q = +2π/Λ. Hence, this last structure unidirectionally couples -k to k, but not k to -k. Light incident from the right is reflected at resonance, while light incident from the left, with the same wave-vector, is not reflected back, breaking the reciprocality of left-right wave propagation [3] - [7] .
A corresponding design in 2D can be achieved in a simple realization of a honeycomb arrangement of alternated cylinders with refractive index n = n 1 ± in 2 embedded in a medium with background refractive index n 0, as shown in Fig. 1d . In order to illustrate the PT-symmetric character of such a structure, we shall compare its Fourier transform with that of an analogous real structure, as the one depicted in Fig. 1c . We find that indeed Fig. 1c holds six lattice vectors, ±q A , ±q B , ±q C , which, at resonance, enable the reciprocal coupling between the wave-vectors k A , k B , k C , see the central and right columns of Fig. 1c . Nevertheless, the proposed structure, shown in Fig. 1d , only has three reciprocal lattice vectors. As in the previous 1D case, the propagation of light within such a structure will be non-reciprocal, meaning that while the lattice couples vector k A to k B , k B is no more coupled to k A , see the right column of Fig. 1d . Therefore, a wave incident on such a structure is expected to exhibit asymmetric left-right transmission. Note that the structure has no net gain since half of the cylinders are lossy, and half provide gain. 
NUMERIC EXPERIMENTS
Once the structure is designed, we consider two finite-size structures with hexagonal shape with the distributions represented in Figs. 1a and 1b . In order to explore the optical properties by realistic FDTD numerical calculations. All numerical simulations have been performed using the commercial software FullWAVE 9 [8].
We first consider propagation of continuous wave incident on the structure, and we calculate the transmitted intensity on two detectors symmetrically located at both sides of the structure, T1 and T2. The resulting transmittances, scanned for low frequencies for the corresponding dielectric and complex structures, are depicted in Figs. 2c and 2d , respectively. We clearly see the expected asymmetry, for resonant frequencies, of the leftright transmissions in Fig. 2d , while both curves are perfectly superimposed in Fig 2c. As expected, for the 2D PT-symmetric case, and following the representation on Fig. 1d , a plane wave with wave-vector k A is mainly coupled to k B by the lattice periodicity and hence transmitted to the right detector. On the other hand, transmission to the left detector is much smaller for the PT-symmetric distribution due to the symmetry breaking. Figs. 3a and 3b , corresponding to the structures on Fig. 2a and 2b , respectively. While Fig. 3a is perfectly symmetric, the non-reciprocal flow of light within the PT structure determines the asymmetric transmission on Fig. 3b . In this last case, while the beam is partially transmitted forward it is mainly transmitted to the right-detector, while transmission to the leftdetector is almost completely suppressed. Hence, Fig. 3b demonstrates at a glance the asymmetric coupling represented on the right column of Fig. 1d . The incident wave k A is coupled to k B , while k B is not coupled to k A (or equivalently k A is not coupled to k C ). Finally, we also find that the situation depicted on Fig. 3a is very similar to the field distribution from the 2D PT-symmetric structure far from resonance where no symmetry braking is predicted. 
CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have designed a simple 2D PT-symmetric structure and analyzed the propagation of light within it. As predicted, we see that close to resonance, the left-right symmetry is broken. Such a 2D PT-symmetric structure with a hexagonal shape transmits asymmetrically light beams incident on it.
It may be expected that a new generation of synthetic optical components enabling an on-chip control on light propagation could rely on such non-reciprocal optical systems. Indeed, the results hint the way to the realization of passive 2D optical insulators of even transistors, which could even be implemented as active devices.
